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Woman’s (Divine) Function is to Reject Man-form(s)
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Woman’s (Divine) Function is to reject every Man-form who does not 
Represent Man, Her Beloved (Consciousness), who cannot Actually Make Her (more) 
Conscious, Make Her (Deeper or at all) Realize to Be Whole, to Be Inseparable Part 
of Man.165

It is however so that in case (and Beyond Herself) Her (Love for and as) 
Consciousness is not so much Developed yet or Her Potential for (Bodily Manifestation 
of) Consciousness for this lifetime is rather limited, She cannot See (at all) (the value 
of) the Conscious Man and is attracted to Man-manifestations of (about) Her own 
Consciousness-level (and not to and in and as Consciousness Itself). There, with a 
Man-form, She Has to learn (to go Whole-Heartedly through the frustration) that He, 
Her (supposed) beloved, cannot Offer Her What She Somewhere Deep Truly Wants.

In (the not so common) case She would learn, feel and embrace Her frustration 
quickly, if She’s Talented in this, it would be possible to jump quickly from one Man-
form to the other every year or every few years (or even moths, or weeks) – not 
because there would be something wrong with Her (which is nonsense anyway, the 
World, Reality, doesn’t Work with, doesn’t Understand right or wrong) and She would 
not be able to find rest in in principle ‘suitable’ Man-forms, but only because She 
Beyond Herself finds again and again that this exemplar of Man and that one and that 
one all cannot Take Her There Where, according to Her Potential, Her Nature, Her 
Energy-Consciousness ‘Structure’, She Must Go (this life).

Truth-Realization Works by and with (Divine) Frustration. If you would always 
get what you want just like that there is no Impulse to Surrender and Transcend the 
self (and the entire unconscious drama Inherently going together with it, composing 
it) and you’re bound to stay in the illusion (‘and’ unconscious Pain) that you are the 
centre of the world (even if the separate mind thinks to know better).

So Woman, not cut off from (Her) Truth, uses or Allows the (Intuitive) Insight 
that He, Her partner of that moment cannot help Himself and that even less (if possible) 
She would be the one (able) to stimulate Him in any way to Finally Give What She 
Really Wants of Him (even if not knowing What exactly, if at all). She tried everything 
and then the (deep, Neutral) Insight comes that it’s hopeless with this partner – even 
if (She thinks) She loves Him, or does all Her best to love Him. To a certain extent, at 
least more than before or than in the beginning of the relationship, She becomes aware 
that She is missing something and that not (totally) identified ‘thing’ becomes more 
attractive in looking for a next partner, which (looking for) usually is – however not 

165 Probably it will be clear in this chapter, but just to make sure from the beginning: with 
Woman’s Function of Rejection is not meant that She rejects almost at random, or better 
said, according to Her egoic wishes how (a) Man should be, according to how Her Ego 
defines Man, Her fears determining Her rejection thus.
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so consciously – taking place still during the current relationship.
If then, being with the new Man-form, She found (at least more of) what She 

missed in the former one She will discover, will somehow feel in all unclarity that She 
is still not satisfied. Maybe the new one misses on His turn something that the former 
one seemed at least to possess (to a certain extent). Then, instead of Going Further in 
the Direction of What She Truly-Whole-Heartedly Wants (‘of’ (a) Man), She many 
times gets stuck here, She dwells in doubt, and some longing for the former partner 
might come up or for a guy like Him. A very common experience for Woman-forms is 
that they feel there seems to be only a choice between a (supposedly) stronger, more 
macho-type man who doesn’t really make Contact with Her and a (usually even more 
or at all despised) softer Man-form who at least listens to Her and with whom She 
can communicate (better) and who at least seems to understand Her (better). Not for 
nothing it is quite often that Woman has an ‘intimate’ or in fact energetic relationship 
with a more sturdy, from Her separate type of Man whom She does or seems to 
love and, in order to fill the lack of Communication (or, in the End, Love) ‘talks’ 
with another, softer (Heart-)Man (who loves Her, but whom She cannot truly love). 
This Dual unWhole splits in Woman is totally natural and not wrong at all, although 
inherently Painful and, in Truth, in becoming Conscious of the Lie in it (in Relation 
with Man, Real Man Beyond this Duality), sooner or later to be Transcended.

If Woman, for a change or whatever and not unusual, ‘decides’ for the second 
option, to be with a softer Man, Woman(-form) is, for the moment, ‘faithful’ to (stay 
with) a Man-form who is ‘faithful’ in regard to taking in, absorbing like a sponge, not 
dissociating or separating from (all) the forms(-Pain) coming via His Woman-form to 
Him, to His Body − by which unlimited allowing He is becoming totally weakened. 
In spite of the weakening that can go very far this (softer type of) Man is still staying 
‘faithful’ to not saying No to (in fact the Sticking Tendency of) Her forms, because 
this would feel like saying No to Her, to Divine Woman Herself, and to His Love for 
Her that is unManifested but Wanting to Manifest. He tries to be Faithful to Love 
and sacrifices His Manifestation for that. If He would sacrifice Love, He can more 
easily or at all manifest, only what does He manifest then? Nothing, it seems to Him, 
and surely no Love, there would be empty manifestation or even manifestation of 
(Loveless) aggression.

No matter His seeming Dilemma, Man, is also to (Feel Bodily-Consciously 
through the form-cra(m)p and thus Transcend it and) Give it (then) Energetically Back 
to Her, absorbing is not enough, being a Heart (in Connection or Communion with 
‘another’ Heart) is not enough. Woman, by Divine Nature, is to Reject Man Who 
doesn’t Actually Live (any Structural, Crucial) Part of His Male Function. So She 
doesn’t need to be faithful to the Man(-form) who is not Totally and Truly Faithful to 
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Her, that is: who is not Doing His Whole Job, Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily, 
who is too soft to (Use His Body to) Give Her Back what She’s Asking for without 
asking (which She cannot).166 Just so, She’s not Faithful to (Her Love for) Man Himself 
if She allows a picture of Man, a more macho type, to make love to Her form, one 
whose Heart’s too hard to take Her Pain in Him.

This supposed Duality (choosing between a seemingly strong Man as a picture 
to look at but not being with Her and a weak Man who’s at least with Her but no Man), 
although grounded in reality, is Ultimately a lie, not Real. It is (part of) ‘for ever’ 
(and in unFelt Pain) looking at Man-forms, at the outside world, wherein Man is put. 
If something there would change, then… then She could Grow or See, open, have a 
good time, safety or whatever She wants. No. It is wholly Woman’s Responsibility 
to Feel Whole-Heartedly Her frustration, even if, to Totally, Whole-Bodily Go or 
Feel Through this, (it is True that) She Needs the Eyes of (the True, Conscious, Her 
Wholly Embracing) Man − and even though He is the First Responsible. Being or 
becoming aware of Her frustration makes Her (more and more) Ready for Him, for 
Her ‘prince on the white horse’ who looks totally different from what She can imagine. 
As long as there is attraction though to Man-forms who are frustrating on whatever 
level of Consciousness, this attraction and frustration have to be Lived Through, at 
least allowed to be Touched (so they can be Seen) – just until finally ‘something’ 
Transcends (which one can actually Feel in one’s energy-system) and the attraction 
stops.167 Living Through, by the way, doesn’t mean necessarily that, for that, to get 
(more) Clarity about and Beyond the (nonsense of the) attraction, She would have to 
have sex with the in whatever respect(s) attractive Male Body. Ultimately, only Her 
Own Love for His Eyes makes Her Go Through (unclarity), not sex.

Woman is always Looking for Man. If She sees (some) beautiful Male 
qualities in Man(-form), Male potential(s), She allows Him, energetically in Her belly 
‘even’, She seduces Him to (come down with His Male qualities to) the earth. Later, 
sometimes very soon already, She, Her Nature, rejects Him for He’s not Showing to 
Be Whole, Man therefore, that is: He is not Actually Manifesting His Divine qualities 
in Her, in Woman’s Body, He’s not Connecting His Potential to Woman(’s unyielding 
Laws of Reception).

True Learning is difficult (though) and takes usually a long time. Even if She 
knows already that a Man(-form) cannot Satisfy, cannot Truly Touch Her Being She 
still can (and usually does) ‘choose’ for Him because “He has other qualities”. What 

166 Moreover, Woman, by Her nature, hates weak Men. No right or wrong involved, it is 
just so. Woman is structurally, by nature, unfulfilled and She Knows only Strong Man can 
Do Something about this.

167 See chapter 47.
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She means in Fact Beyond Her manipulating words and thoughts is that She chooses 
for Ego instead of for Her Very Own Truth (Which without exaggeration is all She 
Truly Has). Then She at least has ‘something’, which She (not in full awareness) makes 
Herself and others believe: “you can’t have it all”, “life is making compromises” and 
more of that obvious and soft bullshit, that is overflowing with suppressed fear. Ego is 
not ‘something’. She has nothing there. Illusion. Waiting-room. Lies. Social faces.

But the matter of safety (even if Her supposed safety is Ultimately not True, at 
all) is the most difficult (egoic) thing (or Lie) to deal with for Woman – to not submit 
to. In Her (strong Association with and bonds to) forms-consciousness it is difficult 
to See for Her – though Somewhere She knows – that a Man-form or any form at all 
in Fact does not give Her Anything, Anything That She Truly Wants in and with and 
as Her Heart, that a form is not Anything in itself, that combining, relating one form 
to another (even Her children to Her own form) is not at all Truly Fulfilling, not in 
any sense. And so the Lie goes on, that at least She has ‘something’ (in being with a 
Man-form).

And so the Evolution of Mankind’s Consciousness goes slow (which in itself 
is not at all a problem by the way). It would only Speed up, the world would only 
Truly Change, Be Transcended (Deeper, quicker), if She starts (more) to reject Man 
at His present level, sleepy state of Consciousness. Man is ‘lazy’ of Himself. If He 
is not urged by Woman, if Her Scream for Liberation is not Clear enough to Him, 
but especially and in Fact the only thing that is Truly Working here, that Makes a 
Difference: if He is not denied sexually, still allowed through the (supposed) gate 
of the earth, He doesn’t have the (Divine) Impulse, the Motivation, Inspiration168 to 
Become Conscious, to Liberate Woman by Developing or Allowing to Ripen and 
Giving, Using (Finally) His Latent Function of (and as) Consciousness. Divine Woman 
(or: the Divine Impulse through Woman-forms) does deny Him sexually for He is not 
Truly with Her, He does not Truly Hold Her in His Arms, He does not See Her. And, in 
Fact, She (Only) Wants to be Penetrated by His Heart-Embedded Eyes, by His Seeing, 
not by some piece of meat – however if He Truly Sees Her (and as Part of This) this 
last thing can be very nice, feel fulfilling and the finishing Touch (or a Natural and 
‘even’ Integral and Deepening Part of the Never-ending Process).

To deny Him sexually is not at all to tease Him, to take revenge or whatever 
silly, it is Being Truthful to Her Own Knowing Heart, to Her Being (and not denying 
Being) (Part of) Divine Woman (Already), to His Being Divine Man. Divinity (or in 
other words: Reality) is – sooner or later, or Now – to be Actually Lived and Respected 
here on earth and not to be dreamt about.

168 He Gets Inspired by Woman (Earth)’s Longing for (Manifesting, or Receiving, via 
Him (‘even’ Bodily)) Her Own Truth, Which is the (Vulnerable) Man in Her.
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Every Woman (next to every Man) is Totally Responsible for this world, for 
whether it’s a Divine Place to Live in (and as) or an egoic place, like now. This is not 
at all a moral matter, it is a matter of Seeing, Feeling in and as the Heart Your Very 
Own Truth.

Man is ‘lazy’ because He is already Associated with and dwelling in a world of 
oneness (although not Ultimate Oneness). For Him everything is as it is. He does not 
See (at all) why His relationship with His Woman-form should be improved. What’s 
wrong? Why? So, intuitively every Woman knows that the Impulse for His (True) 
Consciousness to Come Here on earth, to Truly and Wholly Surround Her, Pervade 
Her, Has to come from Her. Only very few Man-forms (at least at this moment of 
Man’s Development) are Sensitive enough (or not-lazy) to Feel Her Scream for 
Liberation and to (Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily and at all) Respect this – even 
if in His World All is Already One, Which Is True. He Recognizes though Her True 
Unlimited Love for Him Beyond Her actions, behaviour, attitude in life which seem to 
show something very different, that She Wants so eagerly to also Come in His World 
Wherein problems don’t exist, Wherein forms are just forms, Wherein everything is 
Accepted and Embraced as it Is.

In Love Already, Recognizing this (Love to Be So), He Has to Respond to 
Her Love-Call Beyond any personal sacrifice. He Goes without complaining into Her 
world of (self-obsessed) forms and lies and manipulation and gossip and blackmail 
and does His Job as Man. He Brings Clarity in all of this (mist). And Shows Her in 
Love – but Free in the form that this Love-Embrace Takes – that the Lie, the Illusion 
is (Integral) Part of the Whole Truth. She is (Part of) Him, She doesn’t have to worry 
any more, She is not Truly Separated, She can Finally Rest, in and as Him, He was 
Always Already Here, He never Left Her, it was just Her Darkness that kept Her blind 
in this respect. And (He Shows Her) that this suffering Process was and is Necessary. 
That She can Relax in Her Pain, He has (Always Already) Taken it in His Heart.

If Woman dares to Recognize the True Conscious Man Who Is Already 
Embracing Her Wholly, Whole-Heartedly and Who is Here (on earth), Her Ego is 
doomed, this egoic world will Transcend. In fear however one cannot Recognize, 
See, even not Feel. She is afraid that if She Takes Her Naturally and Divinely Given 
Job Seriously, rejecting (all) Man-forms who cannot Touch Her on the Deepest Level 
possible, that is: Where There is nothing of a self any more, of preference therefore, 
She will be left(-over), lonely, pitiful, not able to stand (in) the Ordeal. (Not denying 
the Pain indeed that She has to Stand in if She would be Courageous in this respect) 
this fear is just a form, a shutting off from Reality, from the Whole and a contracting 
into illusion, into form. She becomes ‘form’ if She denies Her Love for the Formless, 
for Man Itself, for the One of and in (and as) Her Heart. She then, sadly, ‘Has to’ 
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live as form looking for (Man-)form to Liberate Her from ‘something’ (inconvenient, 
painful, unclear, mean, dirty, sticky, slimy, black) – which is inherently impossible 
this way. Only in Allowing the (not in Duality, in choices disintegrated) Truth of Her 
Heart, and thus, rejecting, or Learning to reject, all ‘Man’ That is not Truly Man, this 
Liberation, His Always Happening Response to Her True Humble Heart-Call upon 
Him, will Take Place.

If She’s ‘too good’, too frightened or whatever, to Humbly (but not necessarily 
without shouting for example) reject, She, that is Her Ego, will Necessarily, Inevitably 
be Rejected by the Divine Man, She, in Truth, cannot complain, that He, Her Prince, is 
not Here (Present for Her). If She Invites Him, by Humbly rejecting all that He is not, 
He Appears to Be (Always) Already Here, She will Feel His Arms Already, Willing 
to Go through every Test That is Waiting for Her (after testing Him, if He indeed 
is the One Who May and Can Test Her), the Test in Which (if Allowed) She loses 
everything, (attachment to) every form, by Which (Humbling Process) Only Her Love 
for Him (and even as His Being Love) is Left, Shines Clearly in the world, Outshines 
by Its Radiance all the lies sold as love. And She can Now, Finally, Freely Function 
in the world (of form).169

Her Rejection is Divine, for it is Integral Part of (His) Oneness to Reject all 
that is not Totally, Ultimately, Whole-Heartedly (Humbled in and as) One, all that is 
not representing Her True Being.

Mind, in Woman’s Duality of Body and Mind, seems associated with Man.170 

169 Freely yes, but with (incomparably) much more Pain to bear than before. No problem, 
Her Body Learns this by Itself, gradually, however in some cases quickly.

170 It might be confusing, but the more Man is (Manifesting as) Man (Itself), the more it 
becomes Clear (in this Developing Consciousness) that, on a Deeper Level, in the Duality 
of Mind and Heart it is Woman in fact who is Associated with the mind that is always 
Inherently Dual, Man with the Heart That is always One.

  Man’s seeming association with mind only shows the (so far) unTranscended Female 
Force in Him. Or, in other words, He didn’t Allow the Male Force of Consciousness to 
Take Over (Totally) His (Male) Body.

  If Man or in fact the Male Force is Present it becomes Clear that Man Itself is not 
the verbal and rational one, but Woman. Only when He goes into Woman(’s form-world) 
He becomes verbal, rational, in and as Man-form even more so it can seem than in and 
as the more emotional Woman(-form). If Man-form Truly, Whole-Heartedly and Whole-
Bodily Allows Woman to Be with Him, if He Lives Her Totally, if He doesn’t accept any 
longer (to be a ‘victim’, slave of) Her (secretly and in itself not meanly intended, but out 
of Unconsciousness) putting Him in one side of Her Duality but Becomes (or Realizes 
to Be) Totally Responsible for Living Woman Consciously in His own Male Body, He 
Surrenders His seeming rationality (in Recognition of this form of separateness being not 
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Woman receives − and in Her fear of True, Real, Manifested Man ‘Wants’ to receive 
merely, or mainly − His mind or cramped or unManifested consciousness, His usually 
not Wholistic, not in Her Bodiness (or: Unconsciousness) Surrendered consciousness. 
In the Duality of Man and Woman, Woman, by Nature, in Her seeming Heading for the 
One, Rejects Man who merely or mainly wants Her (physical) bodiness to compensate 
for His separate mindedness, She, Beyond Herself, Rejects His unWillingness to See 
and Live the Fact that He as True Man is no mind. She Rejects His separation (from 
Her) thus in fact – not Him, on the contrary. She rejects His karmic, not in Love for 
Her Surrendered preoccupation with Her physical body, with being Received by Body, 
while not wanting Her feelings, emotions, or: endless ‘difficulties’ (as they seem for 
Him). She, in the end, rejects His refusal to Wholly Realize and Live the Fact that He 
as Man (or as Male Force in Fact) is Body Himself.

Man in the unManifested world, if He lets Himself be Deluded by the Female 
Wanting Force, wants to go into Woman, via Her Body, prematurely, without ‘dirty 
hands’, without having to associate with Her Pain and Feel it as His own. Woman’s 
struggle is that She intuitively sees Man’s qualities in the unManifested world − She 
sees them also in seemingly in Body manifested Man(-form), who has taken on form 
at least − calling Him to Manifest them, so that She can associate with and ‘have’ 
or, better, Become or Realize them, but, at the same time She has to reject Him, Her 
Potential Divine Lover with the Wanted qualities, or in fact reject their not being 
Manifested on earth yet by Him, in His Body. From the Perspective of Oneness (as 
Direction and Fact) it could be simply said that Woman ‘Should not’ allow this Man 
in Her Body. But also this is not so clear as it theoretically seems. Is Her Development 
(into (Being) Him) Served if She would only be Faithful to Purity and Oneness (or: 

Man’s Oneness) and Realizes and Lives Man-Being.
  In the Process of Discovering Deeper and Deeper the Truth of existence, or Reality, 

it will again and again and always appear that things are totally opposite to how they 
seem(ed) to be, how we (in this Inherently deluding world) learnt they would (or should) 
be. In the End it Appears that in but in Fact (also) Beyond the Duality of Body and Mind, 
Body is Man, or in Fact the Male Force, and − in the Duality − Mind (or better: attachment 
to the Non-Manifestation that it is) is the Female Separative Duality Creating Force. Body 
is One, Mind is (Inherently) Two. It Turns Out that the Body is (the) Heart, Mind a (natural) 
attempt or tendency to go away from the Heart. The Body has and Is One Truth, the Mind 
has many, endless ‘truths’, is trying to ‘protect’ the Body from Being One Vulnerable 
Organism, is trying to stay unManifested, to prevent the Body from Be(com)ing Love.

  The Duality-Fight as Which Woman exists She can, if She Goes Finally (Deeper or 
at all) in the Process of Man and Woman, actually feel in Herself in the situation that ‘Her’ 
Body Wants to, literally, Bow for Man, Her Body (Being Part of Him) Recognizing Man, 
and Her mind forcing Her with all its might to stand up again or to not bow in the first 
place.
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Already Manifestation of the Heart as Body) and wouldn’t experience life with all its 
lack, Pain, struggle, failure, frustration, unclarity, confusion…? It seems that whether 
She allows this common non-Manifesting Man in Her Body or not, She can always 
stay Faithful to Her Deep Inner Truth. But even that is not true, for She does not Know 
this Truth (yet). To Discover This in life (and get, Necessarily and Divinely, Frustrated 
in it) is Her Development, to Discover This, Eventually, with Man Who Takes Her 
Beyond life into Life Itself.

The separating between Mind (or Non-Manifestation) and Body is part of the 
Inherently Dualistic Female Force. In fact thus, if Woman receives or tries to receive 
or even falls in love with (the mind of) a Man-form who is not Surrendered in Her, 
not in Her Whole True Body thus (which is, obviously, something different from just 
Her physical body), She in fact ‘receives’ Herself, the Female Force and not Him, 
Her Real Beloved, Her Oneness Beyond Duality. She, in Truth, sooner or later is to 
Reject all (‘Man’) that is not Truly, Consciously and Bodily One (with Her and at all). 
In Fact it is the (Truth-Faithful) Man (or Male Force) in Woman(-form) Who Rejects 
the Woman (or in Fact the Separative Female Force) in Man(-forms) – if indeed He 
didn’t Transcend and Incorporate, Integrate Her yet in His Male Body, if He still has 
to resist Her.

Man(-form) simply and vulnerably offers Himself. Not Good enough, not 
One? She Rejects.

Usually however Woman(-form) doesn’t dare to reject (‘Her’ and in general) 
Man fully in the Light. She does it sneakily. Not (in the first place) for fear of His 
anger or so, but out of a combination of:
•	 thus being able to hang on to Her ‘safe’ illusions, about life, about Her Man, 

Herself and their relationship. By an Open Rejection She would admit that She 
doesn’t have what She Wants: Man (Itself), the Perfect Man, or in other words, 
that She is (even always) in Pain, for Being without Man-Force is being in Pain 
(and no Man Available to Save Her).

•	 being better able to take care of Her form-interests. If Her Rejection of Him would 
be Open She’s afraid He won’t support Her any more in satisfying Her (subtle 
and gross) form-interests. Man and Woman are many times in a smelly barter. 
She acts as if She’s loving and receiving (instead of rejecting) Him, already by 
physically being with Him − He tries to satisfy to whatever extent Her illusory 
form-interests, about which in Truth He doesn’t care a shit.

•	 feeling His Pain as Her Own and She doesn’t want to have a(n even worse) picture 
of Herself that She would be (so) bad, hurting people, creating suffering, instead of 
what Her intuition says: that Her Pain should be Taken, Transcended (by Him, in 
Fact). In Fact Her Own Pain is reflected in Him, at all, and surely also by offering 
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Him the Pain of rejection (He, like She, is Waiting for). She takes care of ‘Man’s’ 
Pain when She’s (too) afraid of Her Own, of Going into the Ordeal with Man that 
will indeed eventually and for sure Bring Her to Her Pain. Only the brave Woman 
rather being alone in Pain than being with a body of not-Man, can Reject.

•	 (unRealistic but still, understandable, and unconscious) fear of losing Man 
Itself, the Male Force, instead of ‘just’ a Man-form. And She Intuitively Knows: 
without Man (Itself) She has no chance of Her Liberation, of Her Own Truth to 
Be Revealed and Lived, of Her Process to start even, of (the Manifestation of) the 
Divine Woman Whom (She Knows) She Is.

Of course it’s not only Woman’s ‘own’ Man-form, Her lover for the time 
being whom She let in to a certain extent and depth (but what didn’t and still doesn’t 
appear to be Whole), whom Woman is to reject if She takes Her Own (by Divine 
Nature Utterly Critical) Woman-Being Seriously. Also (other) Man-forms who are 
not Her chosen Man-form but who unwantedly and many times even sneakily try to 
enter Her, to pervade Her Body with their consciousness and energetically (to get Her 
Energy in fact and/or to have a ‘free entrance’ to the earth) – for which His ‘splendid’ 
consciousness (read: mind) is a sneaky weapon – She, out of Her Own Nature, is 
to reject, radically even. And the better, clearer She feels even bodily-energetically 
their intrusion, the easier this rejection of these Man-forms becomes. For now She is 
forced to – unless of course She has, not unusual, to say the least, Dark interests in not 
kicking (totally and) energetically out the intruder(s). Woman who ‘cannot’, doesn’t 
dare or want to say No to Man(-forms) is not, cannot be a Woman (yet), anyway 
not the Divine Woman of Her Divine Heart-Beloved. She, as His Woman, is Fully 
Responsible for obstructing, kicking out, rejecting all Man-forms who are not Her 
One (to Whom She Feels Intuitively, or already Consciously, She can or already does 
Surrender, Who ‘Makes’ Her and Allows Her to Be Truly Woman).

Woman Must, by Divine Nature Already (and not out of any moral), always 
Heart-Choose (Beyond choosing) a Man who is more Conscious than She is. Man 
and Woman cannot Live the Nature-Given Reality or Fact of the Universal Fight of 
Consciousness and Unconsciousness – in Which Fight they Are to Be Surrenderred 
Deeper and Deeper – if Woman-form is more (Potentially) Conscious than Man-form. 
If She chooses a for Her easy to manipulate Man-form She’s almost a whore, you can 
say – although of course not in the normal sense of the word. To avoid Pain She’s 
in control, avoiding (the Conscious, Present) Man, who will, by His Being, Show 
Her Her Pain. But Woman is (Ultimately) to (Allow Him to) Elevate, Enlighten the 
earth, by Delivering Him Her (Relative) Unconsciousness, by Humbly Offering Her 
Darkness to His Light, not to pull it down, by Absorbing His consciousness more 
cramped than Hers. The latter wouldn’t be a crime but anti-Nature (and thus a Crime). 
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The Bitch wants to have control, not to Surrender Her Darkness into His Light and 
He Has to Show Her that She Loves Him Beyond Her self-obsessed control, Her 
arrogance to think to Know already. Divine Woman (in every Woman-form) Goes 
for the Man more Conscious than She by Her Experience is and could become so far. 
Every Man-form not meeting Her Potential of (Receiving His) Consciousness She 
rejects, so that only One will not be rejected but will Appear to Be Her Beloved, True 
Lover, Man, Her Only.
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